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About This Game

-------------------------------
* This game’s story is the same as the “The Charming Empire(帝國カレイド-万華の革命-)” smartphone application

* Includes all of the main scenarios released as paid content. (Puzzle games are not included)
* Features full voice acting, but MC(heroine) has no voice.

-------------------------------

*What is “The Charming Empire”?
“The Charming Empire” is a dating simulation game set in the Taisho Roman era of Japanese history.

Each scenario is fully voiced, featuring the work of voice actors such as: Tetsuya Kakihara, Toshiki Masuda, Takuya Eguchi,
Toshiyuki Toyonaga, Kenjiro Tsuda and more.

Teikoku Kaleido’s detailed and gorgeous artwork is illustrated by Mitsuya Fuji, who currently creates artwork for other mobile
games and CDs.

*Story
Our heroine, Amane Kosaka, was living a simple yet happy life in the countryside until one day she was suddenly taken away to

live in the empire, summoned by her brother Soshi Amazaki -- the current ruler. Though she was unaware of the underlying
circumstances, she finds herself brought to this lively and palpable central city.

Living in the immaculate royal palace, our heroine comes to learn that the empire might not be as joyful as it seems.
Her brother is no longer the gentle man she once knew...

A corrupt organization secretly runs things behind the scenes...
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The heroine’s fate guides her down the path of love.

*Character Introductions
＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝

Toki Tanba CV: Tetsuya Kakihara
The flirtatious cafe owner

Toki owns a cafe in the city that serves tea and various confections. He is particularly kind to women and loved by all of his
customers. But behind that kind smile, however...

“Sorry for the wait. This here is the pride of the cafe, our signature baumkuchen.”

＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝
Kei Yoshimine CV: Toshiki Masuda

The captive former prince

Kei is the heroine’s private tutor.
The prince of a fallen country, he is now a captive of the empire.

Perhaps because of those circumstances, he treats the heroine harshly.

“My name is Kei Yoshimine. Starting today I’ll be teaching you foreign language and dance. Any questions?”

＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝
Koichiro Sera CV: Takuya Eguchi

The reticent bodyguard

Sera is the heroine’s unsociable bodyguard.
Not a minute goes buy where Sera isn’t devoted to his duties, and he also has a stubborn side.

He bares distrust towards Lord Soji’s dictatorship.

“Stay close to me.”

＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝
Kagemitsu Togawa CV: Toshiyuki Toyonaga

The mild-mannered aide

Kagemitsu is Lord Soshi’s right hand man.
He is a childhood friend of both our heroine and Soshi.

Kagemitsu worries about the future under Lord Soshi’s dictatorship.

“You’re so kind...just how I remember you.”

＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝
Soshi Amazaki CV: Kenjiro Tsuda

The aloof lord

Soshi holds the most powerful seat in all the empire.
Only trusting himself, he rejects the opinions of others as he continues his dictatorship agenda -- breeding animosity amongst

the people.
He’s a cold man who sees even his own sister as a political tool.

“I see you’ve arrived safely. From now forth, you’ll be living here.”

＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝＝
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* You’ll love The Charming Empire if you...
* Are interested in Japanese history and culture

* Want to hear truly captivating voice acting
* Enjoy dating simulation games
* Admire Mitsuya Fuji’s artwork

-------------------
Illustrations: Mitsuya Fuji
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Title: The Charming Empire
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
OperaHouse Corporation
Publisher:
Dogenzaka Lab
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

English,Japanese
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I always thought that a 'Normal Ending' was supposed to be at least semi-happy. Apparently not for this one. And the 'Good
Ending's didn't make up for the poorly developed stories on 3 of 5 characters. I really liked the stories for Tanba and Kai with
the Happy Endings actually being happy. Soshi's story was terrible but I liked the Happy Ending. ALL of the Normal Endings
were terrible. Overall, not worth 30 bucks. Wait for a good sale if your curious.
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Negative World Log #38: Localization:
https://youtu.be/6eeyrfjImyI. New lightning hazard update.:
Lightning is mostly going to be the main show of attraction when it comes the world 4 (the final world). I plan on adding camera
shake and some more variations to how the lightning works.

If you have any feedback please let me know.

Lightning Gif . Negative World Log #30: Polish, Unlock, and Polish:
This weeks weekly video update.

https://youtu.be/P-2bRZneFns. BOOR Negative World Time Attack Mode Update:
This was a little overdue but the I finally made a big update.

Just added Time Trial mode for each level. To enter this mode you just need to press the R key or X button on the level you
want to play. All the level times will be added up to a total world time.

Other than that, I've made a few small updates:

-Survival mode is just gone.
-Cubes are now faster to push
-Bug Fixes

Have fun.. Negative World Log #36: The Cutting Room:
https://youtu.be/yLI1cn2FVvw. Negative World Log #31: Making Movies and SFX:
https://youtu.be/IrpcJn55Cyk
. Negative World Log #35: Polish and Achievements:
https://youtu.be/CIw6kVCEAzE. Negative World Log #37: The Postmortem:
https://youtu.be/Qni__dSKPmQ
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